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Casual Sitting in the Business Lounge
Boasting a great level of knowhow in the field of fire prevention and after having developed many

inventive features – Kusch+Co furnishes two lounges at the BER airport Berlin Brandenburg with

their customised design seating.

The Tegel Lounge and the Tempelhof Lounge, the business lounges at the new

airport Berlin Brandenburg Willy Brandt (BER) in the German capital, are both

named after the former Berlin airports. Both the Tegel Lounge as well as the

Tempelhof Lounge have been furnished by Kusch+Co, an internationally operating

contract seating specialist located in the German town of Hallenberg and affiliated

with the Nowy Styl business group. The detailed interior design concept was

worked out in close co-operation with the architects’ office Synarchitects, who

extolled Kusch+Co’s knowhow in the field of fire prevention and their inventive

details designed to improve the user experience significantly. Whereas the

Tempelhof Lounge has already opened their doors for guests, the Tegel Lounge is

slated to welcome the first visitors shortly.

Guests can look forward to a pleasant stay in these business lounges, enjoying a

stylish, comfortable and exclusive interior. Some features, geared towards the

guests’ safety and well-being, are invisibly incorporated, such as the fact that the

seating variations all meet the stringent fire prevention standards and provide the

best possible hygienic safety in these times dominated by a global pandemic.

Kusch+Co was among the elite circle of suppliers of upmarket seating capable of

fulfilling all the criteria. This company has gained worldwide acclaim for having

furnished a multitude of international airports and their global network of architects

and interior designers. Their latest projects are the two business lounges at BER

airport, namely the Tegel and the Tempelhof lounges: the latter was opened at the

end of November 2020 whereas the Tegel lounge is scheduled to open shortly.
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Product variety and an expert in the field of fire prevention

Both lounges are perks for entitled customers (i.e. status customers) or paying

customers in case the airlines don’t have their own lounges. The Tempelhof

Lounge is located in Terminal 1 in the Schengen area of the departure level in the

southern Main Pier: the Tegel lounge is situated on the same floor in the norther

Main Pier. In total, the Tempelhof lounge provides round about 200 seats across an

area of 910 square metres, though currently limited to 130 seats. The somewhat

smaller Tegel lounge, stretching over 600 square metres, can accommodate up to

180 persons. The colour and interior design concept of both lounges references

the former Berlin airports they are named after.

Thomas Pöllmann, Business Development Key Account at Kusch+Co and

responsible project manager for both lounges, underlines that the immense

product diversity from Kusch+Co as well as their fire prevention competence were

pivotal selling points for awarding the contract to the Hallenberg-based company.

Thanks to past projects, Kusch+Co had established a long-time and trustful

relationship to the airport operator. The interior design concept was meticulously

worked out in co-operation with the Berlin- and Beijing-based office Synarchitects.

Daniel Schwabe, company owner of Synarchitects, describes the co-operation with

Kusch+Co as “extremely efficient and inspiring”.

Elegance and cosiness

The interior design concept of both lounges is based on the strict zoning of the

different areas, e.g. reception, lounge, dining, resting and conference rooms,

allocating a distinct set of materials and colours to each zone. The colour schemes

of the former Berlin airports Tempelhof and Tegel were updated to create a modern

setting. “The seating from Kusch+Co is characterised by a timeless and

unobtrusive design and a high recognition value. With these attributes, we were

able to implement the sought-after modern elegance and cosiness for the

lounges,” explains Daniel Schwabe. 

Creva soft – the lounge seating par excellence

The airport operator as well as the architects wanted to make sure that the

different materials and colours were tailored to the architectural design concept.

The selection of the fitting seating to create just the right lounge atmosphere was

the focal point in the process. For this reason, they opted for the compact-sized

and comfortable series Creva soft, available with a great variety of different

variations, such as the possibility to choose between a low and a high backrest. On

top of this, the optional extras for this series include power modules as well as

storage tops. “We intentionally wished for small armrests, so that no one would

place his cup of coffee here, tip it over and spill the content on the upholstery, as is

often the case with lounge seating featuring wide armrests. Instead, in close

consultation with the architects, we came up with several easy solutions at short

notice,” reports Thomas Pöllmann. Espresso and snacks can be placed on the

harmoniously incorporated top between two armchairs.
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Relaxation on a Kusch+Co design classic

A special solution was developed for a design classic, the well-known Colani

lounger. This design from the 1960s by Luigi Colani for Kusch+Co was covered

with a special fabric for the Tempelhof lounge with the aim of meeting the current

fire prevention standards. From this vantage point, guests are able to enjoy the

view in a relaxing posture through the floor-to-ceiling panoramic windows.

Comfort for all guests

The special knowhow with regard to the exacting fire prevention requirements

specifically for airports as well as the capability to technically implement these

requirements give Kusch+Co a cutting edge over their competitors. Some features,

such as the incorporation of power and data modules directly in the armchairs, lift

the user experience to a new level,” confirms Daniel Schwabe adamantly, adding in

the same breath:” Kusch+Co succeeded, despite the extreme time pressure, to

develop and realise new technical and design solutions beyond their standard

product range.” Besides Creva soft and the Colani Collection – the latter only in the

Tempelhof lounge – the lounges are furnished with a wide variety of other lounge

armchairs, side chairs and stools selected from the multifaceted Kusch+Co

portfolio, among other things the Comta high tables.
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1 The interior design concept for the Tegel lounge and Tempelhof lounge in the new Berlin airport, the airport Berlin Brandenburg

Willy Brandt (BER) was worked out in close co-operation with the architect’s office Synarchitects. They selected the series Creva

soft from Kusch+Co, offering a multitude of distinct variations and options. Photo: Kusch+Co

2 The Tempelhof lounge is furnished with distinct variations from the series Creva by Kusch+Co. The relaxation and privacy

areas feature the high-back armchairs. Photo: Kusch+Co

3 The upmarket seating series Creva soft from Kusch+Co oozes charm and cosines in the Tempelhof lounge at the new Berlin

airport, the airport Berlin Brandenburg Brandt (BER). Photo: Kusch+Co.

4 The interior design concept of both lounges is based on the strict zoning of the different areas, e.g. reception, lounge, dining,

resting and conference rooms, allocating a distinct set of materials and colours to each zone. This photo shows a multifunctional

armchair combined with the occasional table from the table series Volpe from Kusch+Co. Photo: Kusch+Co.

1. 2.

3. 4.
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5 The design classic from Kusch+Co is a perfect match for this lounge: the lounger 9900 Colani Collection was designed back in

the 1960s, however cleverly updated to meet the current fire prevention and hygiene regulations. Photo: Kusch+Co.

6 View of a conference area in the Tegel Lounge, which has been furnished with Kusch+Co’s elegant Comta communication

table-cum-desk. Photo: Kusch+Co

7 Kusch+Co’s Sao Paulo task chair (Design by Norbert Geelen) lets you sit in maximum comfort. Photo: Kusch+Co

8 An atmosphere of elegance characterises the Tegel Lounge at Berlin Brandenburg Willy Brandt (BER) Airport. Kusch+Co’s

comfortable Creva soft seating range plays a key role in creating this ambiance. Photo: Kusch+Co

5. 6.

7. 8.
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9 Kusch+Co seating provides suitable solutions for every section of the Tegel Lounge. In this waiting area, guests can make

themselves comfortable on Volpe upholstered chairs (Design by Norbert Geelen) with matching side tables. Photo: Kusch+Co

10 The ideal place for easy-going communication: what is impressive is the span of the Comta High Table, whose large, all-round

table top overhang provides plenty of legroom and freedom of movement. With matching uni_verso barstools (Design by Norbert

Geelen). Photo: Kusch+Co

11 The casual, relaxed way to sit - privacy included: the Tegel Lounge makes waiting longer for your flight a pleasant experience.

Kusch+Co’s Lupino upholstered chair with matching footstool makes the wait very comfortable. Photo: Kusch+Co

9. 10.

11.
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About Kusch+Co

Shaping the way we sit – Kusch+Co’s mission statement stands for more than 80

years of know-how in designing and producing market-oriented seating and interior

design solutions as well as for their proficiency in the fields of Fire Prevention,

Hygiene and Reduced Mobility.

With their renewed portfolio, Kusch+Co reacts to the changes occurring in the

modern working world, to the new challenges in the healthcare sector and to the

current requirements in airports and transit sites.

Kusch+Co – established in 1939 by Ernst Kusch and run as a family business in

the following decades, until recently by Ricarda Kusch – became a part of the

group of companies Nowy Styl, a leading European producer of comprehensive

interior design solutions geared towards offices and public areas, in 1939.

Kusch+Co is a globally operating premium brand, employing in their headquarters

in the Sauerland-based town of Hallenberg – the cradle of their entrepreneurial

roots – approximately 250 people. Their network includes other subsidiaries and

showrooms e.g. in Munich, Berlin, Paris, London, Brussels, not forgetting in the

Dutch town of Culemborg.

www.kusch.com

Facebook Instagram LinkedIn

www.nowystyl.com
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